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Abstract 
Garcia-Ferreira, S., Three orderings on p(w)\w, Topology and its Applications 50 (1993) 199-216. 
By using Bernstein’s concept of p-compactness forp E w *, W.W. Comfort has defined the following 
pre-order on fi(w)\w: for p, q E p(w)\w, p cc q if every q-compact space is p-compact. We show 
that sc # <nK (sak denotes the Rudin-Keisler order); sc and yak coincide on the set of weak 
P-points of w *; for every p E w* the set T,(p) = {q: p s,-q and 9 asp} can be filled out with 
exactly 2” types; if p is RK-minimal then (T,(p), G RF) is a linearly ordered set (~nr = 
Rudin-Frolik order); 3p, q E w* such that p and q are RK-incomparable and p G c q ccp; sc 
may be defined in terms of cRK; (VP, qtw*)(3r~ w*)[r cRKp h r sRK q]e(Vp, q~ o*) 
(Elrtw*)[rs,pArG,q]; for pEw*, T,-(p) is countably compact; and if p is a P-point then 
T,-(p) is p-compact. Several open problems related to sc are listed. 
Keywords: p-compact space, countably compact space, Rudin-Frolik order, Rudin-Keisler order, 
RK-minimal ultrafilter, RF-minimal ultrafilter, type of a ultrafilter, weak P-point, P-point. 
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Introduction 
The notion of “p-limit” introduced by Bernstein [l] plays a very important role 
in the study of countably compact spaces. For instance, Ginsburg and Saks [14] 
have shown that a space X is p-compact for some p E w* iff every power of X is 
countably compact (for other results and applications see [7, 28, 29, 35, 381). On 
the other hand, the Rudin-Frolik order and Rudin-Keisler order on w* are very 
useful concepts in the study of combinatorial and topological properties of /3(w) 
(see [7,33]). In this paper, our aim is to introduce the Comfort order to study the 
p-compactness properties for p E w* and some topological properties of p(w). 
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In Section 2, we show that the Comfort order and Rudin-Keisler order are different 
relations on o*, but they coincide on the set of weak P-points of w* (Theorem 
2.10). We also prove that the set T,(p) ={q~ w*: p SC-q and q scp} contains 
exactly 2” types of g* (Theorem 2.13), and that p ccq iff (3u<w,)[p <RK qv] 
(Theorem 2.30). It is shown that there are p, q E w* such that p and q are RK- 
incomparable and Comfort-equivalent (Theorem 2.26). We generalize a result of 
Blass [3] by proving that (T,.(p), s RF) is a linearly ordered set whenever p is 
RK-minimal (Theorem 2.22). 
We present the following results in Section 3 (Vp, q E o*)(3r E CO*) x 
[rG RKpAr~~RKq]~(~p,qEW*)(3rEW*)[r~:C.pAr~Cq]~if X is p-compact 
and Y is q-compact, then X x Y is countably compact (Theorem 3.2); for p E o*, 
T,(p) is countably compact (Theorem 3.4) and T,.(p) is p-compact whenever p is 
a P-point (Theorem 3.8). 
1. Preliminaries 
All spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff. If f: X + Y is a continuous function, 
f : p(X) + p( Y) denotes the Stone extension of $ The remainder of p(X) is the 
space X” = p(X)\X. The closure of A in X is denoted by A-. In particular, p(w) 
is the set of all ultrafilters on w (see [S]), and if A c w then the closure of A in 
p(w) is A = {p E p(w): A E p} and A* = A\A. For our convenience, we simply say 
order instead of pre-order. If G is an order on A, then zc- denotes the equivalence 
relation on A given by a == b iff Q G b and b G a for a, b E A. A point a E A is 
~-minimal if b 4 a implies that a z5 b. For a, b E A, a < b means that a s b and a 
is not --= -equivalent to b. The Rudin-Frolik order on w* is defined by p sRF q if 
there is an embedding fc “(p(w)) such that f(p) = q; and the Rudin- Keisler order 
on w* is defined by p sRK q if there is f~ ww such that f(q) =p. If p, q E OJ*, we 
write zRK in place of zZKK. It is not hard to see that p zRK q if there is a permutation 
v of w with (T(p) = q and that cRF c s,, For p E w*, the =,,-equivalence class 
of p is denoted by TRK( p) and TRK( p) is called the type of p: types of ultrafilters 
(on w) were first defined and considered by Rudin [26]. 
The following concept was discovered, investigated and exploited by Bernstein 
[l] in the connection with problems in the theory of nonstandard analysis. 
Definition 1.1 (Bernstein). Let p E w*. A space X is p-compact if 
w_f-e “X)[f(P) E Xl. 
It should be mentioned that the “p-limit” concept of Bernstein coincides with 
the producing relation introduced by Frolik [12], with one of the orderings con- 
sidered by Katttov [ 16, 171, and with a definition given independently by Saks [27] 
and Rajagopalan [24]. In [l], Bernstein established the following basic properties 
of p-compact spaces (proofs are available in [14, 28, 351). 
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Lemma 1.2 (Bernstein). Ifp E w*, then p-compacfness satisjies: 
(1) every compact space is p-compact; 
(2) the product of any set of p-compact spaces is p-compact; and 
(3) p-compactness is closed-hereditary. 
The following theorem is a particular case of a more general result proved by 
Herrlich and Van der Slot [ 151, Franklin [lo] and Woods [37]: it can be considered 
as a special case of the adjoint functor theorem of Freyd [ 1 l] (it is accessible through 
arguments given by Kennison [IS]). 
Theorem 1.3. Let p E w* and X a space. Then the space 
p,(X) = n { Y: X G Y G p(X) and Y is p-compact) 
sa tisjies 
(1) p,(X) is p-compact; 
(2) X is dense in p,,(X); 
(3) for every continuous function f: X + Z such that Z is p-compact, the extension 
f satisjies f[p,,(X)] G Z; and 
(4) up to a homeomorphism jixing X pointwise, p,,(X) is the only space satisfying 
(I), (2) and (3). 
For a space X and a point p E CO*, there is an alternative definition of p,,(X) 
which will be very useful for our purposes (see [14]): By transfinite induction, we 
define X0 = X and 
x~={i(P):f+&JJXJ} f-or 77<WI. 
It is not hard to verify that p,,(X) = U,,,, X,. 
The next concept is fundamental in this paper (for other properties not included 
here and historical notes concerning 0 see [S]). 
Definition 1.4. Let p, q E p(w). We define 
It is not hard to verify (see [8, 7.201) that p@q is an ultrafilter on w x w. If we 
identify w x w with w via any bijection, then p@q can be viewed as an ultrafilter 
on w. Observe that if fl(, : w x w + w and IT, : w x w + w are the projection maps, then 
rl,(pOq)=pand~,(pOq)=qforp,qEp(w);hence,p~..pOqandq~..pOq 
(see Lemma 1.6 below). This product 0 induces an operation on the set of types 
of w* by setting T(p),,@ TRK(q) = T,,(pOq) for p, q E w*. 
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Booth [5, Theorem 2.4(ii)] has shown the following result that is basic in the 
study of 0 (see [8, Lemma 16.51). 
Lemma 1.5 (Booth). Let p, qE w* and let f: w + TRK(q) be an embedding. Then 
PO4 =Fucf(p). 
Katetov [17] established the relation among the product 0, RF-order and RK- 
order. Indeed, he showed: 
Lemma 1.6 (Katetov). For p, q E co*, we have that 
P cRFp@q and q cRKp@q. 
It is not difficult to see that 0 is not an associative operation on w*. Nevertheless, 
Booth [5] noticed that 0 induces a semigroup structure on the set { TRK(p): p E w*}. 
Thus, for p E w* and 1s n < w, we let p” stand for a point in TRK( p)“. In [5], Booth 
also defined the power TRK(p)” for each v< w, and each PE w* as follows: for 
each w G v < w, fix an increasing sequence {v(n)},,, of ordinals in w, so that 
(a) w(n)=n for n<o; 
(b) if v is a limit ordinal then v(n) < v(m) whenever n < m < w; 
(c) if v=p+m where p is a limit ordinal and m<w, then v(n)=p(n)+m for 
n < w. 
LetpEW*andwsv<w,, and assume that TRK( p)” has been defined for all /.L < v. 
If u is a limit ordinal, then we define TRK( p)” = TRK(f,(p)) where f, E Ww* is 
an embedding such that f,(n) E TRK(p)P’n) for n <co. If v = p + 1, then TRK(p)u = 
T,,(p)‘“@ TRK(p). As above, py stands for any point in TRK(p)Y for p E w* and 
for v < w, . A fundamental property of these powers is stated in the following lemma: 
for a proof of this lemma and other related results not considered here the reader 
is referred to [5, 131. 
Lemma 1.7. LetpEw”. If v<y<w,, thenp” cRFpI”. 
2. Comfort order 
The space p(w) is one of the most interesting spaces in general topology. Several 
of its topological properties are still unknown, and we do not know too much about 
the topological concepts that we may define by means of its points such as p- 
compactness. The following concept introduced by Comfort is very useful to study 
p-compactness properties. 
Definition 2.1 (Comfort). Let p, q E w*. p 4 (. q if every q-compact space is p- 
compact. 
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Clearly, cc is an order on w*. This order is called the Comfort order (C-order) 
on w*. T,(p) denotes the -SC- equivalence class of p and is called the Comfort type 
(C-type) of p. If p =_c_ q, then we say p is C-equivalent to q and write p aC q. A 
point p E w* is C-minimal if p is <,.-minimal. 
Our first relationship between RK-order and C-order is stated in the following 
straightforward theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let p, q E w*. If p cRK q then p sc‘ q. 
The next theorem is essential in the study of C-order. It shows that the C-order 
can be defined in terms of certain functions of w to p(w), which is similar in spirit 
to the definition of RK-order, and as a consequence it is enough to consider the 
subspaces p,(w) of /3(w) to study the relationship among p-compactness properties. 
Theorem 2.3. For p, q E w*, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) P sc.4; 
(2) P,(w) s P,(w); 
(3) PEP,(o); 
(4) (3./-E V,b))[f(q) =PGfrwll; 
(5) p,(w) is p-compact; 
(6) p,(w)\w is p-compact. 
Proof. (l)*(2). This is evident since p,(w) is p-compact. 
(2)+(3). This follows from the fact that p E /3,(w). 
(3)+(4). We know that ~,(w)=lJ~~~~ W,,, where WO=w and W,, ={f(q): 
f E “(U,,, W,)} for n<o,. Since p&w= W,, the smallest n<w, with PE W,, 
satisfies n > 0, and hence there exists f E “(lJ<,, W,) such that f(q) =p. Since 
P g U,c, WC then p @f [WI. 
(4) ~(5). Let f~~(P,(w)) such that f(q)=p. We will show that p,(w) is 
p-compact. Indeed, let g E “(py(w)) b e an arbitrary function. Define h = Sof: Since 
p,(w) is q-compact and h[w]sP,(w) then 
c?(P) = Km) = h(q) E&(W). 
(5)+( 1). Let X be a q-compact space and let f E “X be an arbitrary function. 
According to Theorem 1.3(3), we have thatf[&(w)] c X. Since p,,(w) is the smallest 
p-compact subspace of p(w) containing w and /3,(w) is p-compact, ~E@,,(w)G 
p,(w) and so f(p) E X. Therefore, X is p-compact. 
(l)+(6). Since p,(w)\w is q-compact then it is p-compact. 
(6)+(l). Assume that p,(w)\w is p-compact. Choose an embedding .f~ 
“(p,(w)\w). Then p sRF_?(p) and hence p <,-T(p). Since p,(w)\w is p-compact 
then ~(~)E~~(w)\wG/~~(w). Applying (l)e(3) to f(p)~/3~(~), we have that 
P ~cJ(P) s(-q and then p ccq. 0 
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The basic properties of C-order are summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let p, q E w*. Then 
(1) ifp =RK 4, then TRK(q)E T,(P) s &(W); 
(2) T,(p) =u iTRK(q): 4 “C-P); 
(3) P,(w)\w = (4 E w*: 4 ScPk 
(4) I{%(q): 4 scP]ls2”; 
(5) IT,(P)1 =2”; 
(6) IIT,( P E w*)I =zzw; 
(7) I{~c(9):P~c-9H=22w; 
(8) p is C-minimai@&,(w)\w = Tc(p). 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3; (1) implies (2); (3) follows directly 
from Theorem 2.3; the equality I&(W)] = 1 TRK(p)I = 2 W implies (4) and (5); (5) and 
the fact that ]w*] = ]{q E w*: p <RK q}l = 22y imply (6) and (7); and (8) is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 2.3. 0 
The following three results establish the relationship between the tensor product 
@ and C-order. 
Notice from Lemma 1.6 that p and pOq are not zRK-equivalent, for p, q E co*. 
However, we will prove, in Corollary 2.7(l), that p @ q is C-equivalent to p whenever 
9 E T,(P). 
Lemma2.5. Letp,q,rEw*. Ifpscrandqscr, thenp@qscr. 
Proof. Let f E “( TRK(q)) be an embedding. By Lemma 1.5, we have that p@q E 
TRK(f(P)). Since 4 SC r, p,(w) G PI(w) by Theorem 2.3, and since TRK(q) E p,(w) 
by Theorem 2.4(l), then TaK(q) G pr(w). Thus flw] s P?(W). The p-compactness of 
&(w) implies thatf(p) E &(w). It follows from Theorem2.3((1)e(3)) andTheorem 
2.4(l) that pOq Ser. 0 
As a direct application of Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.5 we have that p,(w) is 
closed under the operation 0, for each p E w*. 
In [ 171, Katetov proved that clause (2) of the next corollary holds for SRK instead 
of SC. But clause (2) does not hold for CRF; indeed, it is shown in [13] that for 
every PEW” there is qE w* such that p GRF q, p” cRK q” and p” and q” are 
RF-incomparable for 1 < n < w. 
Corollary 2.6. Let p, q, r, s E co*. Then 
(1) ifrc cs, then r@p scsOp andpOr ~CP@S; 
(2) ifP <,qandrc cs, then pOr ScqOs; 
(3) ifP zc. q and r zcs, then p@r =cqOs; and 
(4) p ~cq~pO9 “C9~4OP =cq. 
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As an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.6 we have: 
Corollary 2.7. Let p E w*. Then 
(1) ifs <c-P and rE T,.(p), then {qOr, rOq}G T,(p); 
(2) ifq, rE T,.(p), then q@rE T,.(p); and 
(3) TRK(p)“C_ Tc(p)for all Y<w,. 
We saw in Theorem 2.2 that s RK~ So. In the next theorem we show that sRK 
and SC do not coincide on w*. Nevertheless, we will see that the relations sRK 
and Gc. are intimately related (Theorem 2.30). 
Theorem 2.8. For all p E w* there is q E w* such that p =c. q, p cRK q and p is 
not -,,-equivalent to q. 
Proof. Fix p E w*. We define q = pop. By Lemma 1.6 and Corollary 2.7(l), we have 
that p cRK q =cp, as desired. Cl 
The next aim is to prove that cRK and sc- agree on the set of weak P-points of 
o*. It will be a direct application of the following result, due to Vaughan [34, 
Lemma 3.11. 
Lemma 2.9. Let p, q E w*. rff~ “(/3(w)) satisjies f(q) =p&flw] and p is a weak 
P-point, then p s RK q. 
Applying Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.9 we have: 
Theorem 2.10. Let p, q E w*. If p sc. q and p is a weak P-point, then p sRK q. In 
particular, RK-order and C-order coincide on the set of weak P-points. 
Kunen [ 191 showed, in ZFC, that there are 2” many weak P-points (2”-OK points) 
in w* which are pairwise RK-incomparable. Years later, Simon [31] improved this 
result by proving the existence of 22y many pairwise RK-incomparable, weak 
P-points of w*. Thus, we have the following consequence of Corollary 2.10 and 
Simon’s result. 
Corollary 2.11. There are 22y pairwise C-incomparable, weak P-points in w*. 
We turn now to show (Theorem 2.13) that every C-type can be filled out with 
exactly 2”’ types. The following lemma due to Tarski (for a proof see [8, Theorem 
12.21) is needed. 
Lemma 2.12 (Tarski). For every infinite cardinal a there is a set d E [a]“’ such that 
IIzp]=aW and ]AnBl<w,forA, BEAwithAfB. 
Theorem 2.13. For every p E w*, we have that 
IV-r&q): p “c qIl= 2”. 
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Proof. Let d = {A,: 5 < 2”) be a family of subsets of w satisfying the conclusion 
of Lemma 2.12. Enumerate A, by {a( n, 5): n < w} for each 5 < 2”. Choose an 
embedding&E”‘(o*) such that_&(n) =RKpLl(n,‘) for n < w and for 5 < 2”. By Corol- 
lary 2.7(3), we obtain that pa’nV5) ~T~(p)forn<wandfor&<2”.Defineq~=f~(p) 
for each [< 2”. Since &[o] E T,(p) 5 p,(w) for 5 < 2”, and p,,(w) is p-compact 
then qc E p,(w) and hence qs se-p (by Theorem 2.3). Since f( is an embedding, we 
have that p sRF q< for 5 < 2”. Thus, p = c. qt for each .$ < 2”. We only need to prove 
that qc and qi are not =R,-equivalent whenever ,$< 5~2”. Indeed, we need the 
following fact (see [S, Lemma 2.201): 
Let J; g E wo* be embeddings and let p E w*. Then 
{n <w:f(n) zRK g(n)]EP G J(p) IRK g(p). 
Assume that q< =RK q1 for [< 5 < 2”. By the fact above and Lemma 1.7, we have 
{n < w: a( n, 5) = a( n, l)} E p, and so A, n A, E p which is impossible. 0 
It must be mentioned that the proof of Theorem 2.13 owes much to the proof of 
Theorem 2.9 of [5]. In fact, Theorem 2.13 follows from Booth’s theorem and the 
fact that In,,, n/pi = 2” (for a proof see [8, Corollary 12.251): it is enough to show 
that the image of the function cp, defined in the proof of Theorem 2.9, is contained 
in{TRK(q): qET,-(p)}foreachpEw *. In the proof of Corollary 2.11 in [5], Booth 
noticed that n,,,,, n/p contains a chain ordered like the reals. Thus, we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.14. For everyp E w*, Tc( p) contains a subset S such that (S, sRF) is order 
isomorphic to the reals. 
We proceed to give some results (Theorems 2.17 and 2.18) concerning C-minimal 
points of w*. First, we state a preliminary lemma which is a slight generalization 
of Lemma 9.4 due to Comfort [7] and Lemma 2.5 proved by Saks and Ginsburg 
[30]: indeed, the case when X = p(w) and p is RK-minimal was proved by Comfort, 
and the case when X = p(w), f is one-to-one and p is a P-point was showed in 
[28]. Since the proof from [7, Lemma 9.41 suffices here, we will not repeat it. 
Lemma 2.15 (Comfort). Let p E w* be RK-minimal. Lff E “X is a function such that 
X is compact and f(p) = x aflw], then there is A E p such that f I,_, is an embedding. 
In particular, if q scp and p is RK-minimal, then p sRF q. 
The next lemma follows from Lemma 9.5 of [7] and also from Lemma 2.6 of 
[28]. We present a direct proof of this lemma. 
Lemma 2.16. If p and q are RK-incomparable, RK-minimal ultrafilters on w, then 
p,(w) n /3,(w) = w and p and q are C-incomparable. 
Proof. Assume that there is rE&,(w)n/34(~). Then, by Theorem 2.3, r scp and 
r 6‘. q. According to Lemma 2.15, we have that p sRF r and q sRF r, which is a 
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contradiction since the RF-order is a linear order on the set of RF-precedessors of 
r (see [8, 16.161) and p and q are C-incomparable by Theorem 2.3((l)@(2)). 0 
Another characterization of RK-minimal points of o* is given in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.17. For p E w*, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p is RK-minimal; 
(2) p is C-minimal and a P-point; and 
(3) p is C-minimal and a weak P-point. 
Proof. (l)*(2). We know that every RK-minimal point of w* is a P-point (see 
[8, Theorem 9.141). Now, if q asp, Lemma 2.15, then p cRF q and hence p zcq. 
Thus, p is C-minimal. 
(2)+(3). This is evident. 
(3)+(l). Let qE w* such that q sRK p. Since p is C-minimal then p sc q. By 
virtue of Corollary 2.10, we have that p sRK q. Thus, p zRK q and so p is RK- 
minimal. Cl 
We remark that assuming CH there are P-points which are not C-minimal. In 
fact, Rudin [25], [8] proved, assuming CH, that for every P-point p E w* there is a 
P-point q E w* such that p cRK q. Thus, by Theorem 2.17, CH implies that there is 
p E w* such that p is a P-point and a non-C-minimal point. 
Blass [2] showed that MA implies the existence of 2*- pairwise RK-incomparable, 
RK-minimal points in w*. Evidently, Theorem 2.3, Lemma 2.16, Blass’ result and 
Theorem 2.17 imply the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.18. If Martin’s axiom holds then there are 2*- pairwise C-incomparable, 
C-minimal points in w*. 
In [4], Shelah defined a model MS of ZFC+ NCF in which there are no 
RK-minimal points and 
MS+ (Vp E w*)(3q E w*)[q SRK p A q is a P-point]. 
Henceforth, Ms stands for Shelah’s model satisfying these properties. Notice that 
in the model MS there are no C-minimal points in w* (if p is C-minimal, then p 
would be C-equivalent to a RK-minimal point by Theorem 2.17). This observation 
suggests the following question. 
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Question 2.19. Are the following conditions equivalent (in ZFC) for a point p E w*; 
(1) p is C-minimal, and 
(2) there is q E w* such that p =c q and q is RK-minimal? 
Observe from Corollary 2.10 that every C-type contains at most one type of a 
weak P-point of w*; consequently, if p is a weak P-point, non-P-point (such points 
were constructed by Kunen [19]), then TC(p) does not contain P-points of w*. In 
[32, 331, van Mill proved that there is a point p E w* (p is called M-point) such 
that p E D-\D for some DE [w”]~ and p E A- for each discrete A E [CO*]“. It is 
evident, from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.15, that if p is a M-point, then p is not a 
weak P-point and T,.(p) does not contain any RK-minimal point of o*. Then it is 
natural to ask: 
Question 2.20. Is there a point p E w* such that p is not C-equivalent to any weak 
P-point of w”? 
Choquet [6, p. 481 asked whether for every p E w* there is f~ ww such that f(p) 
is a P-point. In the model MS constructed by Shelah [4] the answer to Choquet’s 
question is affirmative. On the other hand, Pitt [23, Theorem 2.121 and Mathias 
[21; 22, Theorem 9.271 have answered this question in the negative assuming CH. 
This suggests the following question. 
Question 2.21. (In ZFC) Is it true that for each p E w* there is q E w* such that 
9 sRK p and q is a weak P-point? 
Next, we study C-types of RK-minimal points of w*. In particular, we characterize 
(Theorem 2.24) the RK-minimal ultrafilters on w in terms of C-types and RF-order. 
In [3, Theorem 1, Section 31, Blass showed, in another context, that if p E w* is 
RK-minimal, then every two points in TC( p) are RK-comparable. I proved the 
following result before Blass’ article came to my attention: this theorem also improves 
Blass’ result. 
Theorem 2.22. Let p E w* be RK-minimal. Then every two points of T,(p) are 
RF-comparable. 
Proof. Let p E w* be RK-minimal. We know that p,(w) = U,,,, W,,, where W,= w 
and W, = {f(p): f~ wOJc<a W,)} for r] < w, . We proceed by transfinite induction. 
In fact, we have that W,, n w* = IJISkSn T,,(P)~ for each 1 s n < w, by Lemmas 
1.5 and 2.15. Assume that every two points in lJ5._ W, are RF-comparable for 
17 <w,. Let r, s E W,,. Then there are two functions f; gE “(lJE,, W,) such that 
f(p) = r and g(p) = s. It follows from Lemma 2.15 that f and g can be taken to be 
embeddings. By the induction hypothesis, we have that w = Au B where 
A={n<w:f(n) SRFg(n)} and B={n<w: g(n) cRFf(n)}. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that A E p. Then, by Lemma 2.20 of [5], 
wehavethatf(p)=rG,,g(p)=s. 0 
The conclusion of the previous theorem does not hold for all points of o*. In 
fact, we have: 
Theorem 2.23. Let p E w*. Zf one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) there are r, SE w* such that r rep, s scp and r and s are RF-incomparable; 
(2) there is q E w* such that q =S cp and q is RF-minimal and a non-P-point; 
(3) KTlW(q): q s RK p}I < 2” and p is not C-minimal, 
then (T<(p), G RF) is not a linearly ordered set. 
Proof. Assume that (1) holds and that sRF is a linear order on T,(p). By 
Lemma 1.6, Corollaries 2.6(4) and 2.7(l), we have that r sRF r@p = r’E Tc.( p) and 
s G RF sop = s’ E Tc( p). By assumption, either r’ cRF s’ or s’ sRF r’. Without loss 
of generality, we may suppose that r’ sRF s’. Since cRF is a linear order on the set 
of RF-predecessors of s’ then either r sRF s or s sRF r, a contradiction. 
In order to prove (2) we let q E w* be RF-minimal and a non-P-point with q asp. 
Then q cannot be RK-minimal, since every RK-minimal point is a P-point. Hence, 
there is rEw* such that r cRK q. Since q is RF-minimal then r and q are RF- 
incomparable. We now apply (1). 
Let p satisfy the conditions of (3). Assume that ( Tc- ( p), s RF) is a linearly ordered 
set. Then there is q E w* such that q <ep. Since I{ TRK( r): r =e q}l = 2” (by Theorem 
2.13) and I{ TRK(s): s sRK p}I < 2”, we may suppose that q and p are RK-incompar- 
able. From Corollary 2.6(4) it follows that q@p E Tc( p). Hence, by assumption, 
p and q@p are RF-comparable. By Lemma 1.6, we must have that p cRF q@p. 
Since q cRF q@p and p cRF q Op then p and q are RF-comparable, which is a 
contradiction. 0 
Concerning condition (3) of Theorem 2.23 see note to Corollary 3.3. 
The following straightforward result suggests an alternative characterization of 
RK-minimal points of w*. We do not know whether the assumption of RF-minimal 
can be dropped from Theorem 2.24 (see Question 2.25 below). 
Theorem 2.24. For a RF-minimalpointp ofo*, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p is RK-minimal, 
(2) (T,(P), <RF) is a linearly ordered set. 
We remark that in Shelah’s model MS we have that 
ZG+WP~W*)[(T~(P) , cRF) is not a linearly ordered set]. 
This observation and Theorem 2.24 suggest the following question. 
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Question2.25. If(T,(p),~RF)(or(TC(P),~RK)) is a linearly ordered set for p E w*, 
must p be C-equivalent to some RK-minimal ultrafilter? 
We will now show in the following theorem that there are points p, q E w* such 
that p =c- q and p is RK-incomparable with q: clause (2) is due to Laflamme and 
the proof given here is due to the author. 
Theorem 2.26. Let p, q, r E w *. 
(1) Zfp@r sRF qOr (or rOp cRF @q), then p <RF q; 
(2) (Laflamme) ifp@rsRKq@r (orr@psRKr@q), thenpsR,q. 
In addition, fp and q are RK-incomparable (RF-incomparable), p <RK r and q sRK r, 
then p@ r and q@ r are RK-incomparable (RF-incomparable) and C-equivalent to r. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that p 0 r GRF q 0 r. Then, by Lemma 1.6, we have that p G RF p 0 
r and q sRF q0 r and hence p and q are RF-comparable. Assume that q cRF p. 
Chooseembeddingsf~“(P(w)),gE”(T,,(r))andhE”w*suchthatf(pOr)=qO 
r and i?(q) =p. By Lemma 1.5, g(p) =_RKp@r and g(q) zRK q@r. Without loss of 
generality,wemayassumethatg(p)=pOr.Then,~(g(~(q)))~..g(q)andf~g~h 
is an embedding. By the fact enunciated in the proof of Theorem 2.13, there is 
m <w such that f(g(h(m))) =RK g(m). Applying again Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, we 
obtain that r <RK h(m)Or =RK g(h(m)) s,,f(g(h(m))) zRK g(m) zRK r, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, p G RF q. 
Next, suppose that rOp <RK rOq. Let f Ed@), gEW(TRK(p)) and h E 
“(TRK(q)) be embeddings with f(r@p)= r@q and g(r)=r@p (by Lemma 1.5). 
From Lemma 1.5 it follows thatf(g(r)) =f(r@p) = r@q =RK i(r). By the fact used 
to prove Theorem 2.13, there is n <w such that f(g(n)) zRK h(n) and so 
p =RKdn) cRFfk(n)) =RKh(n) =RKq. 
(2) AssumethatpOr <RK q Or. Let h E ww and 1etfE “( TRK( r)) be an embedding 
such that 6(qOr)=pOr, f(p)=pOr and f(q)=q@r. Put x=pOr= 
- - 
f(p)= h(f(q)). Since XE~[W]-nh[flw]]- and w* is an F-space, either 
x E (flw] n h[flw]]-)- or x E (flw]- n h[flw]])-. First, suppose that x E 
(f[w] n Z?[f[w]]-)). We may assume that flw] E ~[~[oJ]]~. Since f[o] is discrete, 
we can find a partition {A n : n < w} of w such that A,, Ef( n) for each n < o and 
h[flw]] E U,,, A,. Define g E ww by g-‘({n}) = A,, for each n <w. Clearly, 
_ - 
gohof~“w and g(h(f(q)))=g(f(p))=p; that is, pGRKq. Assume that XE 
(flu]- n i[flo~]])~. If there is m < w satisfying K(f( m)) l flw]~\flw], by Lemma 
1.5, then there is SE w* such that s@r “RK K(f(m)) sRKf(m) “RK r, which is a 
contradiction to Lemma 1.6. Thus, {n <w: i(f(n)) E~~u]}E q. It follows from 
Lemma 1.5 that h(f(q)) =RK qOr “RKp@r, and SO q =RK p (by Corollary 2.19 of 
[5]). NOW, assume that rOp <RK r@q. Let h E ww and let f~ “( TRK(p)) and g E 
“( TRK(q)) be embeddings such that x = K(g(r)) =f(r) = r@p. As above, we have 
that x E X-u Y-, where X =flw] n h[g[w]lp and Y =f[w]- n h[g[w]]. If x E Y, 
thenthereism<wandsEw*suchthatp GRKs@p =RKK(g(m))s,,g(m) =RKq. 
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Then suppose that x E X. We may assume that flw] E h[g[w]]. Let {A, : n < w} be 
a partition of w for whichf(n)E,& for n<w. Define eEWW by em’({n})=A, for 
each n < o. Clearly, e(f( I)) = Y = e( i(g( r))). S’ ince POhOgeWw, we have that A= 
{n < co: e(h(g(n))) = n}~ r (by Theorem 9.2 of [S]). It is then evident that Lo gl, 
is an embedding. Applying the fact stated in the proof of Theorem 2.13, we obtain 
that there is n E A such that i(g(n)) tRKf(n); hence, p sRK q. 0 
Corollary2.27. LetpEw”. Zf (T,(p), sKF) [(Te(p), G ,&I is a linearly ordered set, 
then (T,-(q), sRF) [(T,.(q), G &] is also a linearly ordered set for each q cc-p. 
Proof. Assume that 4 RF is a linear order on Tc. ( p) and let q E W* with q s (. p. Fix 
r, SE T,.(q). From Corollary 2.7(l) it follows thatpOrE T,(p) and ~0s~ T,(p). 
By hypothesis, we have that p 0 r and p 0 s are RF-comparable. Hence, by Theorem 
2.26, either r sRF s or s sRF r. 0 
In [3], Blass independently introduced, in avery different context, the sets p,,(w)\w 
for p E w*. Indeed, he gave the following two definitions: 
The closure of p E w*, denoted C(p), is the smallest subset of w* such that 
(I) PE C(p); 
(2) if q sKK p, then q E C(p); and 
(3) if q E C(p) and f e “C(p) is an embedding, then f(q) E C(p). 
The tower of p E w*, denoted Tow(p), is the smallest subset of w* such that 
(I) ~~Tow(p); 
(2) if q =RK r and qETow(p), then rETow(p); and 
(3) if f E “(Tow(p)) is an embedding, then f(p) E Tow( p). 
Clearly, Tow(p)c C(p) for PEW”. 
It should be clear from Theorem 2.3 and the definition of C(p) that p,,(w)\@ = 
C(p) for each p E w*. 
Now, we slightly improve a theorem of Blass in [3, Theorem 41 and as a 
consequence we define C-order in terms of RK-order. We give two lemmas which 
are needed in the proof of our Theorem 2.30: the first one appears in [3, p. 34, 
clause (6)] with the additional hypothesis that f and g are embeddings. 
Lemma 2.28. LetJ; g E “(a~*) be such that g is an embedding and letp E w*. If {n < w: 
f(n)~RKg(n)}({n<o:f(n)<RKg(n)}) EP, thenf(p)sRKg(~)(f(~)<RKg(~)). 
Lemma 2.29. Let p E w *. If v < w, is a limit ordinal and w s t.~ < v, then p Op+’ G RF p “. 
Proof. By definition, p” Earn,, where fv E ww* is an embedding such that 
fu(n) =RKpucn) for n < w and v(n) f v. Since v is a limit ordinal then there is m < w 
such that /_L < v(n) for each m < n < o. Let g E w (TRK( p)“) be an embedding. 
By Lemmas 1.5, 1.7 and 2.20 of [5], we obtain that g(p) zRK p@ 
p@ <RFfv(P) =RK p”. 0 
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It is not hard to see that Corollary 2.23 of [5] holds for all infinite ordinal Y < w, ; 
that is, p “+’ = aK p ’ Op cRF p 0~“. Thus, we can not drop the assumption that u is 
a limit ordinal from Lemma 2.29. 
Theorem 2.30. For p E CO*, we have that 
/?,(w)\w = {q E w*: (3v<w,)[q <RKPV. 
Proof. Let S=WU{~EW*:(~V<OJ,)[~ cRKp”]}. It is evident that S&&(w). 
Hence, it is enough to show that S is p-compact. Indeed, let f~ “S such that 
f(p) = q of CO. Without loss of generality, we may assume thatf[w] G w*. Let g E wo* 
be an embedding such that f(n) =RK g(n) for every n < w. By Lemma 2.28, 
4 <RK g( p) = r. By hypothesis, for every n < w there is p, < w, such that 
g(n) <RK P. Hence, f(p) cRK g(p) <RKpOpp where p = lim p,,, by Lemmas 1.5 
and 2.28. Now, let v < w, be a limit ordinal such that p < Y. According to Lemma 
2.29, we obtain that q <RKpOpP sRKpV, that is, q E S. 0 
We observe from Lemma 1.6, Corollary 2.6(4) and Theorem 2.30 that C-order 
can be expressed in terms of RF-order and RK-order: indeed, for p, q E w *, p 4 c q a 
(3rC TC(q))[p <RF rl~(3v<w,)b <RK q”l. 
As a direct application of Corollary 2.10 and Theorem 2.30 we have: 
Corollary 2.31. If p E w* is a weak P-point, then 
T,.(p) = {q E @*I (3VCw,)[p <RK 4 <RK p”l). 
3. Some p-compact spaces 
In the model MS defined by Shelah [4], we also have that RK-order is downward 
directed (i.e., for every p, q E w* there is r E w* such that r s RK p and r <RK q); in 
fact, MS + NCF. In the next theorem, we will prove that C-order is downward 
directed iff RK-order is downward directed, and we also give a topological equivalent 
statement. Our result will be a direct application of the following lemma essentially 
due to Yang [38, Lemma 91: he proved the same conclusion for just one function. 
Lemma 3.1 (Yang). Let {fn:n<w}cW(P(w)) and rEw* such that rE 
n,,, (fn[w]-\fn[w]). Then there is p E w* such that p <RK r and p sRK q for all 
4 E U,,, fi’(lrl). 
The first condition of the next theorem has been shown by Shelah [4] to be 
consistent with the axioms of ZFC. 
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Theorem 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(l) (VpT qE w*)(3rE w*)[r <RKP A r <RK 41; 
(2) (Vp,q~0~*)(3r~w*)[r~~p~r~,.q]; 
(3) ifX is p-compact and Y is q-compact for some p, q E CO*, then X x Y is countably 
compact; and 
(4) (VP, 4 E w*)[P,(w) n P,(w) f WI. 
Proof. (l)*(2). This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
(2)+(3). This follows directly from the definition of C-order and the fact that 
p-compactness is productive. 
(3)*(4). Let p, q E w*. Since p,(o) xpq( w is countably compact then p,(w) n ) 
P,(w)+ w. 
(4)+(l). Let p, q E w*. Choose s E (p,(w) nPy(m))\m. By Theorem 2.3, there 
are two functions f E “(pp(w)) and se”‘@,(w)) such that f(p) =2(q) =SE 
(fi~~~\flw])n(g[o]~\g[w]). According to Lemma 3.1, there is rE w* such that 
r <RK s and r cRK t for all t E f -‘({s}) u gp’({s}); hence, r GRK p and r sRK q. 0 
We remark that if MA is assumed, then each of the conditions of Theorem 2.3 
fails. Indeed, if p, q E w* are RK-minimal, RK-incomparable, by Lemma 2.16, 
/?,(w)np4(~) =o. Saks [29, Problem #25] asked whether there exists, in ZFC, 
spaces X and Y such that X is p-compact and Y is q-compact for some p, q E CO*, 
but X x Y is not countably compact. Thus, Saks’ question cannot be answered by 
the axioms of ZFC without any additional set-theoretic axiom. 
Another direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 is the following corollary. 
Corollary3.3. LetpEw*. If {p,: n<w}S T,.(p), then 
(3rE w*)(Vn < w)[r SRK p A r SRK pn]. 
Proof. For each n < w, let fn E “(/3,,(w)) such that f,,(p)=pnGfn[w]. Then PE 
f-l,,, (fn[wl-\fn[wI). A ccording to Lemma 3.1, there is r E w* such that r sRK p 
and r 6.,p,, for each n <CO. 0 
We remark that there is a model of ZFC in which condition (3) of Theorem 2.23 
holds. Indeed, in [20] Laflamme defined a model M of ZFC in which there is p E w* 
and a sequence {p,,:n<w) in w* such that pn+l<RKpn<RKp, for n<w, and 
{TRk(r): r <RKP} ={TRK(pn): n < w}. Thus, by Corollary 3.3, in this model M we 
have that there is a point of w* satisfying condition (3) of Theorem 2.23. 
In the following theorems, we give some topological properties of C-types. These 
results also show that C-types are topologically different from types. 
Ginsburg and Saks [ 14, Theorem 5.61 have shown that TKK(p) is pseudocompact 
whenever p is not a P-point of w*. On the other hand, Frolik (for a proof see [14]) 
proved that no countable discrete subset of TRk(p) has an accumulation point in 
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TRK( p) for p E o*. Thus, TRK( p) is a pseudocompact, noncountably compact space 
for a non-P-point p of w*. For C-types we have: 
Theorem 3.4. For every p E w *, we have that T,.(p) is countably compact. 
Proof. Let {p,, : n < W} be an infinite discrete subset of TC ( p). Define e E w ( TC (p)) 
by e(n) = pn for each n < w. It is evident that e is an embedding. Set Z(p) = r. Since 
e[w] G T,(p) G P,,(W) and p,,(w) is p-compact, p sRF rE p,(w) and, by Theorem 
2.3, we have that r GCp. Thus, r zCp and rE {p,, : n -Cm}-. 0 
In the next theorem, we will show that TC( p) is p-compact whenever p is a 
P-point of w*. We need the following results. 
Lemma 3.5. Ifp E w* and f E “‘( TRK( p)) is a function such that f[w] is infinite and 
discrete, then p cRK f(q) for q E w*. 
Proof. Choosing an embedding g E “( TRK( p)) such that f[w] = g[w]. Fix q E o*. 
Then there is rE w* for which g(r) =f(q). By Lemma 1.5, g(r) =RK rOp. Hence, 
by Lemma 1.6, p cRK r@p zRKf(q), as desired. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let PE w* and let f~~(T~~(p)) such that flw] is discrete. If q scp, 
then f(q) zCp. 
Proof. Let qE w* such that q sCp. Since p,,(w) is q-compact, f(q)E&(w). By 
Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.5, we have that p cRKf(q) SCp and so f(q) =CP. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let p E w* be a weak P-point and f E “( TC( p)). If f [w] is discrete, then 
7(q) =cpfor 4 ~CP. 
Proof. It is clear that f(q) sCp. Enumerate f[w] by {r, : n < w} and let { pn : n < w} 
be a discrete subset of TRK(p). By Corollary 2.10, we have that (Vn < w)[p, sRK r,,] 
so we may define h E “‘w such that K( r,) = p,, for n < w. Then, g = Ko f satisfies g[w] - - 
is a discrete subset of TRK(p) and g(q)= h(f(q)) zCp (by Lemma 3.6). Since - - 
h(f (4)) <RK f(s) then f(q) zcp. 0 
When p is a P-point of w* we can say more: 
Theorem 3.8. Let p, q E w*. Ifp sRK q, p is a P-point and q is a weak P-point, then 
TC (q) is p-compact. 
Proof. Let f E “( TC( q)) such that f(p) G f [o]. Choose a partition {A,, : n < w} of w 
such that f[w]rl.J,,, A,, and (Vn<w)[A,@f(p)]. For n<w, let B,={m<w: 
f(m) E A,,}. Since p is a P-point and B, gp for n <w then (3B~p)(Vn <w) 
[(BnB,J<w]. Hence, for n<w, If[B]n&,)< w. Thus, without loss of generality, 
we may assume that f[w] is discrete. It then follows from Lemma 3.7 that 
f(P) =cq. cl 
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Unfortunately, the answer to the following questions is still unknown. 
Question 3.9. (1) Is T,.(p) a p-compact space for every p E w”? 
(2) For PE w *, is there a q E w* such that TC (p) is q-compact? 
(3) Forp,qEw*, is TC. ( p) x TC. (q) a countably compact space? 
Notice that in the model MS we have that MS + If p and q are weak P-points of 
w* then T,.(p) x T,.(q) is r-compact for some (P-point) TE w*, by Theorem 3.11. 
The proof of the next result is easy. 
Theorem 3.10. Let p, q E w*. Then 
(1) if TC ( p) is q-compact, then q sc p; 
(2) ifp is a P-point, then q sC-pe T,.(p) is q-compact; 
(3) ifp and q are P-points, then q sRK pe T<.(p) is q-compact; 
(4) if Tc-( p) is homeomorphic to T,.(q) then T<.(p) = T,-(q). 
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